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C

orticosteroids (CS)3 have emerged, deservedly, as the
pharmaceutical of choice for patients with chronic inflammatory conditions. The development of inhaled CS,
in particular, has revolutionized the treatment of asthma and is now
the inimitable standard to which all prospective asthma therapies
are compared. Indeed, by affording exquisite control of local inflammatory processes in the lung and therefore reversing attendant
airway dysfunction, inhaled CS effectively ameliorate asthma
morbidity.
In recent years, research into steroids has primarily extended our
knowledge of the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which
pharmacological intervention with CS might attenuate inflammation. This research has uncovered pathways, such as inhibition of
the proinflammatory transcription factors AP-1 and NF-B (transrepression), direct activation of anti-inflammatory gene transcription through glucocorticoid responsive elements on DNA (transactivation), or mobilization of apoptotic processes, that are
engaged when steroids associate with endogenous glucocorticoid
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receptors (1). In human asthmatics, the anti-inflammatory activity
of inhaled CS has been associated, for instance, with impaired
recruitment of eosinophils and other leukocytes to the airway and
with attenuated production of Th2 cytokines and other inflammatory mediators (2– 4); in mice, inhaled CS treatment has also been
shown to suppress eosinophil progenitor expansion in the bone
marrow, pointing to the systemic effects of local steroid delivery
(5). These studies have furnished a rich mechanistic foundation
upon which the development of new generations of highly specialized steroid-based therapeutics will draw (6 –9).
However, informed by the understanding that steroids are effective at managing inflammation only as long as they are taken,
investigators have directed comparatively little attention to the
long-term immunobiological implications of steroid delivery:
whether steroids have the capacity to alter substantively the evolution and pathogenesis of allergic airway disease. Our study examines this question in a murine model of asthma in which mice
are re-exposed to Ag several weeks after steroid intervention has
been discontinued. Our observations derive two unequivocal conclusions: 1) that concurrent delivery of CS during mucosal allergic
sensitization does not prevent the development of a local airway
inflammatory response upon Ag re-exposure and 2) that CS treatment during sensitization actually amplifies cardinal systemic features of the allergic phenotype both acutely and during long-term
Ag rechallenge.

Materials and Methods
Animals
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Female BALB/c mice (6 – 8 wk old) were purchased from Charles River
Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). The mice were housed under specific
pathogen-free conditions and maintained on a 12-h light-dark schedule. All
experiments described in this study were approved by the Animal Research
Ethics Board of McMaster University. A total of 442 mice were sacrificed
during the course of these experiments.
0022-1767/04/$02.00
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Corticosteroids (CS) remain the most efficacious pharmacotherapeutic option for the management of asthma. Although the acute
anti-inflammatory effects of CS treatment have been amply documented both clinically and experimentally, recent human data
intimate that exposure to CS may be associated with retrograde immune phenomena, including enhanced synthesis of IgE in vivo
and elevated Th2 cytokine production in vitro. We have investigated the long-term immunologic effects of CS treatment in a
murine model of allergic airway inflammation. CS treatment during initial exposure to OVA or upon long-term Ag rechallenge
remarkably attenuated eosinophilic airway inflammation and airway hyperresponsiveness. Interestingly, however, Th2 cytokine
production by cultured splenocytes from CS-treated mice was significantly elevated, while IFN-␥ synthesis was depressed. Moreover, mice rechallenged with OVA several weeks after CS intervention during allergic sensitization not only developed airway
inflammation, but also exhibited enhanced Th2 cytokine production in lymphoid tissues and OVA-specific IgE in serum. This
amplification of the systemic immune response was associated with an intact APC compartment during CS-conditioned sensitization to OVA. These data indicate that immune processes underlying the allergic phenotype remain impervious to CS treatment
and raise the possibility that treatment with CS during sensitization may amplify elements of the allergen-specific immune
response. The Journal of Immunology, 2004, 172: 4995–5005.
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Model of Ag-induced airway inflammation
Mice were subjected to a model of musocal allergic sensitization as previously described (10). Briefly, mice were exposed to aerosolized OVA in
the context of GM-CSF overexpression in the airway microenvironment.
To elicit local expression of GM-CSF, a replication-deficient human type
5 adenoviral (Ad) construct encoding murine GM-CSF cDNA in the E1
region of the viral genome was delivered intranasally to isoflurane-anesthetized animals on day ⫺1, 24 h before the first exposure to OVA. Ad/
GM-CSF was administered at a dose of 3 ⫻ 107 PFU in a total volume of
30 l of PBS vehicle. Over a period of 10 consecutive days (days 0 –9),
mice were placed in a Plexiglas chamber (10 cm ⫻ 15 cm ⫻ 25 cm) and
exposed for 20 min daily to aerosolized OVA (1% w/v in 0.9% saline;
Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada). The OVA aerosol was generated by a Bennett nebulizer (Pleasanton, CA) at a flow rate of 10 L/min.
For the long-term in vivo rechallenge experiments, sensitized mice were
allowed to recover from acute inflammation (⬃4 wk) and were then exposed to a 1% OVA aerosol for 20 min on 3 consecutive days (rechallenge
days 0LT to 2LT). Models are depicted in Fig. 1.

Budesonide administration

Collection and measurement of specimens
Twenty-four hours after the ninth OVA exposure (day 9) or 72 h after the
third OVA exposure during long-term in vivo recall (day 5LT of the rechallenge protocol), mice were sacrificed and bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL) was obtained as previously described (11). In brief, the lungs were
dissected and the trachea was cannulated with a polyethylene tube (BD
Biosciences, Oakville, Ontario, Canada). The lungs were lavaged twice
with PBS (0.25 ml followed by 0.2 ml). Approximately 0.3 ml of the
instilled fluid was consistently recovered. Total cell counts were determined using a hemocytometer. After centrifugation, supernatants were
stored at ⫺20°C for measurement of cytokines by ELISA; cell pellets were
resuspended in PBS and smears were prepared by cytocentrifugation
(Shandon, Pittsburgh, PA) at 300 rpm for 2 min. Diff-Quik (Baxter,
McGraw Park, IL) was used to stain all smears. Differentiation of leukocyte
subsets in BAL was determined by counting at least 500 white blood cells
using standard hemocytological procedures to classify the cells as neutrophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, or macrophages/monocytes. Additionally,
blood was collected by retro-orbital bleeding. Serum was obtained by centrifugation after incubating whole blood for 30 min at 37°C. Blood smears
were prepared from peripheral blood collected in heparinized capillary
tubes; leukocytes were differentiated by counting at least 300 white blood

cells. Finally, lung tissue was fixed in 10% Formalin and embedded in
paraffin. Three-m-thick sections were stained with H&E for visualization
of leukocytes and histopathological features.

Cytokine and Ig measurement
ELISA kits for GM-CSF, IFN-␥, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 were purchased
from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN); each of these systems has a
threshold of detection of 1.5–7 pg/ml. Levels of OVA-specific IgE were
detected using an Ag-capture (biotinylated OVA) ELISA method as described previously (11); anti-mouse IgE Abs were obtained from Southern
Biotechnology Associates (Birmingham, AL). This ELISA was standardized with serum obtained from mice sensitized to OVA according to a
conventional i.p. sensitization model and bled 7 days following the second
sensitization (11); Ig levels, therefore, are expressed in units per milliliter
relative to this standard serum.

Splenocyte and lymph node mononuclear cell culture
Using the plunger from a 5-ml syringe, spleens or thoracic lymph nodes
were triturated through a 40-m nylon cell strainer (BD Falcon, Bedford,
MA) into HBSS. RBC in splenocyte preparations were lysed by resuspending dispersed cells from each spleen in 1 ml of ACK lysis buffer for
1 min. Splenocytes were then washed twice in supplemented RPMI 1640
(containing 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% L-glutamine, and
0.1% mercaptoethanol); lymph node mononuclear cells were washed once.
Splenocytes and lymph node mononuclear cells were cultured in 96-well
plates at a density of 8 ⫻ 105 or 6 ⫻ 105 cells/well, respectively, in a total
volume of 200 l of RPMI 1640. Cells were stimulated with OVA at a
concentration of 40 g/well for 5 days, at which point supernatants were
harvested and stored at ⫺20°C for detection of cytokines.

ELISPOT assay
OVA-specific, IL-4-, IL-5-, or IFN-␥-producing T cell clones in the spleen
were detected with an ELISPOT assay (BD Biosciences). Dispersed
splenocytes were plated at a density of 8 ⫻ 105 cells/well in a 96-well
ELISPOT plate that had been precoated with the appropriate anti-mouse
cytokine Ab; cells were cultured in medium alone or stimulated with 40
g/well OVA for 72 h, after which immobilized, secreted IL-4, IL-5, or
IFN-␥ was detected with the corresponding biotinylated anti-mouse cytokine Ab according to the protocol included with the ELISPOT kit. Each
plate was developed via streptavidin-HRP reaction for 5 min, desiccated,
and imaged using AxioVision software (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY); QWin
software (Leica Microsystems, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada) was
adapted for automated, color-dependent enumeration of spots.

Assessment of airway hyperresponsiveness
Airway responsiveness was measured based on the response of total respiratory system resistance (RSR) to increasing doses of methacholine
(MCh) injected into the internal jugular vein of Avertin-anesthetized mice
as previously described (12). Exposed tracheas were cannulated and a constant inspiratory flow was delivered by mechanical ventilation (RV5;
Voltek Enterprises, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Paralysis was achieved using pancuronium (0.03 mg/kg i.v.) to prevent respiratory effort during measurement. RSR was measured following consecutive i.v. injections of saline, followed by 10, 33, 100, 330, and 1000 g/kg MCh (ACIC, Brantford,
Ontario, Canada), each delivered in a 0.2-ml bolus. Evaluation of airway
responsiveness was based on the peak RSR measured in the 30 s following
the saline and MCh challenges.

Lung cell isolation and flow cytometric analysis of lung cell
subsets
Lungs were perfused with 10 ml of HBSS through the right ventricle, cut
into small (⬃2 mm in diameter) pieces, and agitated at 37°C for 1 h in 15
ml of collagenase III (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD) at a concentration of 150 U/ml in HBSS. Using the plunger from a 5-ml syringe, the lung
pieces were triturated through a 40-m nylon cell strainer (BD Falcon) into
HBSS. Mononuclear cells were isolated at the interphase between layers of
30 and 60% Percoll following density gradient centrifugation. Cells were
washed twice and stained for flow cytometric analysis. For each Ab combination, 1.0 ⫻ 106 cells were incubated with mAbs at 0 – 4°C for 30 min;
the cells were then washed and treated with second-stage reagents. Intracellular cytokine staining was executed according to the protocol detailed
in the Cytofix/Cytoperm GolgiPlug kit (BD Biosciences). Briefly, dispersed lung mononuclear cells were cultured in six-well plates at a density
of 2 ⫻ 106 cells/ml in the context of GolgiPlug reagent (brefeldin A) alone
(1 l/ml supplemented RPMI 1640) or concurrent LPS stimulation (1.0
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We used a pharmaceutical grade, modified Wright Dust Feed system (AstraZeneca, Lund, Sweden) to generate a dry powder aerosol of budesonide
in lactose vehicle or of lactose alone. A Battelle (Columbus, OH) two-stage
inhalation chamber was used; it contains 15 inhalation ports and 1 filter
sampling port, thus allowing us to expose 15 mice simultaneously. Filtered,
desiccated air flowed through the Wright Dust Feed at a rate of 10 L/min
or 0.63 L/min/port; the rate of evacuation from the chamber was 8 L/min.
The concentration of steroid powder entering the chamber was monitored
with a real-time aerosol dust monitor (Casella CEL, Kempston, Bedford,
U.K.). For these studies, the generated concentration of budesonide powder
in the chamber was 800 mg/m3 or 0.8 g/ml, and mice were exposed to
budesonide for 10 min per treatment.
The inhaled dose is calculated using the following formula: ID ⫽ ET ⫻
RMV ⫻ CC/BW, where ID ⫽ inhaled dose (g/g), ET ⫽ exposure time
(min), RMV ⫽ respiratory minute volume ⫽ 4.19 ⫻ BW2/3 (ml/min),
CC ⫽ chamber concentration (g/ml), and BW ⫽ body weight (g). Using
this equation, we have calculated an inhaled budesonide dose of 12.3 g/g
for a 20-g mouse. The overall systemic bioavailability of budesonide is a
factor of both lung-deposited dose and swallowed dose. In humans, lung
deposition of aerosolized budesonide is on average 20% and gut deposition
50%; in mice, ⬃4% is deposited in the lung and 36% in the gut. Approximately 90% of the portion of drug deposited in the gut is inactivated in the
liver via first-pass metabolism. The portion of drug deposited in the lung is
absorbed into the circulation, but only 25% of this is inactivated by firstpass metabolism (AstraZeneca, unpublished data). Taking into account
these considerations and the fact that budesonide has a Mr of 430.53 g, the
nominal maximum bioavailable dose of budesonide mice received was
0.86 nmol/g via the lung and 1.0 nmol/g via the gastrointestinal tract, for
a total systemic bioavailability of 1.86 nmol/g; however, because of inherent inefficiency of the apparatus and concomitant overestimation of budesonide concentration by the dust monitor, the actual bioavailable dose was
typically one-third the nominal dose (for a final bioavailability of 0.62
nmol/g). By comparison, the bioavailable dose achieved in humans taking
3.2 g of budesonide daily is approximately 0.018 nmol/g.
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g/ml); cells were harvested after an 8-h incubation and, after surface
staining, cells were fixed in Cytofix/Cytoperm solution (4% paraformaldehyde in PBS) and permeabilized in Perm/Wash buffer (saponin/sodium
azide concentrate, diluted 1/10 in distilled water) for intracellular staining.
All data were collected using a FACScan (BD Biosciences) for three-color
flow cytometry and were analyzed using WinMDI software (The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA). The following Abs and reagents were used:
mouse IgG3 anti-mouse MHC class II (MHCII; I-Ad), FITC-conjugated and
biotinylated (39-10-8); rat IgG2b anti-mouse CD11b, FITC- and PE-conjugated (M1/70); hamster IgG anti-mouse CD11c, FITC- and PE-conjugated
(HL3); hamster IgG anti-mouse B7.1, biotinylated (16-10A1); rat IgG2a antimouse B7.2, biotinylated (GL1); rat IgG1 anti-mouse IL-12, PE-conjugated
(C15.6); hamster IgG anti-mouse CD3⑀, PE-conjugated and CyChrome-conjugated (145-2C11); rat IgG2a anti-mouse CD4, FITC-conjugated and CyChrome-conjugated (RM4-5); hamster IgG anti-mouse CD69, PE-conjugated
(H1.2F3) (all purchased from BD PharMingen, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada); rat IgG1 anti-mouse T1/ST2, FITC-conjugated (produced in-house by
Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA); all appropriate isotype control
Abs and streptavidin-PerCP (BD PharMingen). The Abs were titrated to determine optimal concentration.

FIGURE 2. CS intervention during allergic mucosal sensitization to OVA arrests inflammation in
the airways of mice. Mice were sensitized to OVA in
the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned airway milieu
with or without concurrent CS treatment and sacrificed at day 9 of the aerosolization protocol. Graphs
depict mononuclear cells (MNC), neutrophils (Neutro), and eosinophils (Eosino) in the BAL (A) and
peripheral blood (B) of OVA-sensitized, untreated
control mice (NoRx) or mice exposed to OVA in the
context of either lactose vehicle (Lac) or powdered
budesonide (CS). n ⫽ 5–12/group (pooled) from
two experiments; ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.

Data analysis
Data are expressed as mean ⫾ SEM, unless otherwise indicated. Results
were interpreted using Student’s t test or ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc
test, where appropriate. Differences were considered statistically significant
when p ⬍ 0.05.

Results
CS treatment during sensitization acutely depresses local
inflammatory processes in the airway
To assess the acute anti-inflammatory effects of CS intervention,
mice were exposed to aerosolized OVA for 20 min on 9 consecutive days (0 – 8) beginning 24 h after intranasal administration of
Ad/GM-CSF (day ⫺1); a subset of mice was treated with nebulized budesonide at a concentration of 0.8 g/ml for 10 min immediately before each OVA exposure (model A in Fig. 1). Fig. 2A
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FIGURE 1. Models of Ag-induced allergic airway inflammation and CS administration. a, Model of acute CS intervention: Mice were exposed daily
to OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned airway microenvironment with concurrent CS treatment. b, Model of long-term therapeutic CS intervention: Mice were sensitized to OVA in the absence of CS treatment; inflammation was permitted to resolve (⬃4 wk) before mice were rechallenged with
OVA while being treated with CS. c, Model of the long-term effects of acute CS intervention: Mice were sensitized to OVA while being treated with CS;
mice were rechallenged with OVA in the absence of further CS treatment. Numbers in circles indicate time points at which outcomes were measured.
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Table I. Cytokine and Ig content in BAL and serum at day 9 of the
aerosolization protocola

Cytokines and Chemokinesb (pg/ml)
IL-4
IL-5
IL-13
IFN-␥
MIP-1␣
RANTES
Igsc (/ml)
OVA-specific IgE

NoRx

CS

16 ⫾ 6.4
83 ⫾ 21
432 ⫾ 62
17 ⫾ 3.4
39 ⫾ 3.6
14 ⫾ 2.2

10 ⫾ 3.5
20 ⫾ 8.3*
31 ⫾ 9.4*
8.3 ⫾ 1.3*
23 ⫾ 2.0*
3.1 ⫾ 1.8*

123 ⫾ 39

240 ⫾ 32*

a

Groups of mice were mucosally sensitized to OVA in the presence (CS) or
absence (NoRx) of concurrent steroid treatment and sacrificed 24 h after the ninth
OVA exposure (day 9). Cytokines, chemokines, and Igs were measured by ELISA in
BALb or serum,c Data represent mean ⫾ SEM; n ⫽ 7– 8/group.
ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.

FIGURE 3. CS treatment during long-term OVA rechallenge of mice with established allergy ablates airway inflammation but has no impact on
circulating OVA-specific IgE. Mice were sensitized to OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned airway milieu, and acute inflammatory processes were
subsequently permitted to resolve (⬃4 wk); mice were then sacrificed 72 h following three daily re-exposures to aerosolized OVA in the presence or absence
of concurrent CS delivery. Graphs depict mononuclear cells (MNC), neutrophils (Neutro), and eosinophils (Eosino), in the BAL (A) and OVA-specific IgE
in serum (B) of OVA-sensitized, untreated control mice (NoRx) or mice rechallenged with OVA in the context of powdered budesonide (CS). C and D,
Representative H&E-stained cross-sections from the lungs of untreated and steroid-treated mice, respectively. Original magnification, ⫻100. n ⫽ 7–10/
group (pooled) from two experiments; ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.
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illustrates inflammation in BAL at day 9 of the aerosolization protocol. CS treatment dramatically inhibited inflammation in the airways compared with both untreated sensitized mice (NoRx) and
mice receiving nebulized lactose vehicle; eosinophilia, in particular, was completed abrogated by CS intervention. The attenuated
cytokine and chemokine content in BAL of CS-treated mice mirrors these cellular data (Table I); indeed, levels of the Th2-affiliated cytokines IL-5 and IL-13, of the chemokines macrophageinflammatory protein 1␣ (MIP-1␣) and RANTES, and of IFN-␥
were all reduced in the context of CS intervention, asserting the
unequivocal anti-inflammatory properties of CS in this model at
the molecular level. In contrast, data in Fig. 2B demonstrate that
CS therapy elicited no statistically significant qualitative or quantitative changes in the peripheral blood leukocyte profile, except
the expected elevation in neutrophils due to the well-documented,

CS-induced demargination of these cells, compared with untreated
and lactose-treated controls. Moreover, and paradoxically, OVAspecific IgE in serum was elevated 2-fold following CS treatment
(Table I).
To translate our findings describing the impact of local CS administration during concomitant mucosal allergic sensitization to a
different clinical paradigm, we treated previously sensitized animals with CS during long-term Ag rechallenge. To this end, mice
were sensitized to aerosolized OVA according to our 10-day mucosal sensitization regimen and permitted to recover from acute
inflammatory phenomena, which are completely resolved by day
28. Groups of mice were then treated with nebulized budesonide
on day ⫺1LT of the rechallenge protocol, followed by three daily
20-min exposures to aerosolized OVA preceded by CS therapy
(days 0LT to 2LT); mice were sacrificed on day 5LT, the peak of
airway inflammation following this Ag recall procedure (R. E.
Wiley, B. U. Gajewska, J. R. Johnson, and M. Jordana, unpublished data; model B in Fig. 1). Data in Fig. 3A illustrate that the
accumulation of all inflammatory cells, especially eosinophils, in
BAL was abolished in mice concurrently receiving CS compared
with untreated mice and mice receiving lactose (data not shown; it
should be noted that, for simplicity, the lactose control has been
excluded from this and subsequent figures since lactose intervention had no effect on any immune-inflammatory parameter examined). In agreement with findings in BAL, histological examination of lung tissue from CS-treated mice revealed attenuated
peribronchial and perivascular inflammation and reduced goblet
cell hyperplasia and mucous secretion compared with untreated
mice (representative sections are displayed in Fig. 3, C and D). In
contrast and consistent with observations in mice treated during
sensitization, levels of OVA-specific IgE, which are substantially
elevated at recall, were unaffected by CS intervention (Fig. 3B),
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Table II. Peripheral blood leukocytes in mice treated with CS during
OVA rechallengea

Total cells
Mononuclear cells
Neutrophils
Eosinophils

NoRx

CS

11.5 ⫾ 1.91
8.30 ⫾ 1.62
2.37 ⫾ 0.23
0.79 ⫾ 0.15

12.2 ⫾ 3.99
3.52 ⫾ 1.24
8.36 ⫾ 3.06
0.28 ⫾ 0.06*

a
Groups of mice that had been mucosally sensitized to OVA in the presence (CS)
or absence (NoRx) of concurrent steroid treatment were sacrificed 72 h after longterm OVA rechallenge. Data indicate 10⫺6 cells/ml of blood; n ⫽ 5–12/group.
ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.

although there was a modest reduction in eosinophil content in
peripheral blood (Table II).
CS treatment during mucosal allergic sensitization
hyperpolarizes the systemic Th2 response and amplifies immuneinflammatory phenomena upon long-term in vivo recall

FIGURE 4. CS intervention during allergic mucosal sensitization to
OVA enhances Th2 and attenuates Th1 cytokine production by cultured
splenocytes. Mice were sensitized to OVA in the context of a GM-CSFconditioned airway milieu with or without concurrent CS treatment and
sacrificed at day 9 of the aerosolization protocol; spleens were harvested
and dispersed splenocytes were cultured for 5 days in medium alone (f) or
in the context of OVA stimulation (u). Graphs depict IL-4, IL-5, IL-13,
and IFN-␥ in culture supernatants of splenocytes from OVA-sensitized,
untreated control mice (NoRx), or mice exposed to OVA during concurrent
delivery of powdered budesonide (CS). Data are representative of two independent experiments; n ⫽ 7– 8/group; ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.

NoRx
CS

Medium

OVA

0.0009 ⫾ 0.0003
0.0002 ⫾ 0.0001

0.0883 ⫾ 0.0064
0.0636 ⫾ 0.0184

a
Groups of mice were mucosally sensitized to OVA in the presence (CS) or
absence (NoRx) of concurrent steroid treatment and sacrificed 24 h after the ninth
OVA exposure (day 9). Spleens were harvested, and 8.0 ⫻ 106 dispersed cells/ml
were cultured in medium alone or stimulated with OVA in an IL-5-detecting ELISPOT plate. Data display the mean ⫾ SEM fraction (percent) of seeded cells positively
expressing IL-5 following a 72-h incubation; n ⫽ 6 –9/group. Results are representative of two independent experiments.

and IFN-␥-secreting splenocytes also showed similar clone frequencies in CS-treated and untreated mice (data not shown).
Informed by the findings in the spleen, we investigated the implications of acute CS therapy for the long-term immune-inflammatory response to OVA. Mice were mucosally sensitized to OVA
according to the 10-day aerosolization regimen in the presence or
absence of concomitant CS treatment. Following the resolution of
inflammation in the lung (by day 28), mice were re-exposed to
aerosolized OVA on 3 consecutive days without additional CS
intervention and sacrificed 72 h after the last OVA challenge
(model C in Fig. 1). Fig. 5 indicates elevated OVA-specific Th2
cytokine production by splenocytes in vitro, verifying observations
in the spleen at day 9. Data from cultured mononuclear cells harvested from thoracic lymph nodes following in vivo OVA recall
(Table IV) complement the findings in the spleen and underscore
the long-term systemic effects of steroid therapy, i.e., OVA-induced production of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 was consistently higher
in lymph node cells from rechallenged mice sensitized to OVA in
the context of CS therapy; in contrast, we were unable to detect
OVA-specific IFN-␥ production above baseline levels in unstimulated lymph node cells from CS-treated mice (data not displayed).
To elaborate these findings, we evaluated the consequences of
this alleged sustained hyperpolarization of the Th2 phenotype on
the allergic response in vivo. In particular, we examined inflammation in the BAL (Fig. 6A) and histopathologically (Fig. 6, C and
D) following long-term rechallenge of mice initially sensitized to
OVA in the absence or presence of concurrent CS treatment; we
documented no overt changes in cellular inflammation 72 h after
the last OVA exposure, with the exception of a small reduction in

FIGURE 5. Enhanced Th2 cytokine production by cultured splenocytes
from mice mucosally sensitized to OVA in the context of corticosteroid
treatment persists during long-term OVA rechallenge. Mice were sensitized to OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned airway milieu with
or without concurrent CS intervention and acute inflammatory processes
were subsequently permitted to resolve (⬃4 wk); mice were then sacrificed
72 h following three daily re-exposures to aerosolized OVA in the absence
of further CS treatment. Spleens were harvested, and dispersed splenocytes
were cultured for 5 days in medium alone (f) or in the context of OVA
stimulation (u). Graphs depict IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 in culture supernatants of splenocytes from OVA-sensitized, untreated control mice (NoRx)
or rechallenged mice originally sensitized to OVA in the context of powdered budesonide delivery (CS). n ⫽ 4/group from a single experiment;
ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.
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Impelled by the observation that acute CS administration, while
ablating the local inflammatory response, does not appreciably affect peripheral blood leukocytosis and actually results in elevated
levels of serum IgE, we examined OVA-specific immune activity
in the spleen. Fig. 4 illustrates Th2 cytokine production by cultured
splenocytes harvested from untreated and CS-treated mice at day 9
of the aerosolization protocol. Interestingly, splenocytes from CStreated mice liberated 2- to 3-fold more IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 upon
stimulation with OVA than cells from untreated controls, while
IFN-␥ production was significantly depressed. This elevation in
Th2 cytokine production, moreover, cannot be attributed to the
disproportionate retention of OVA-specific clones in the spleens of
CS-treated mice, as ELISPOT analysis of cultured splenocytes
identified no difference in the frequency of IL-5-producing cells
upon OVA stimulation (Table III); parallel enumeration of IL-4-

Table III. ELISPOT analysis of the frequency of IL-5-producing cells
in the spleens of mice at day 9 of the aerosolization protocola
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Table IV. Cytokine production by cultured mononuclear cells from
thoracic lymph nodes following long-term OVA rechallenge of mice
treated with CS during sensitizationa
NoRx

IL-4
IL-5
IL-13

CS

Medium

OVA

Medium

OVA

0
5.20
62.4

180
4,385
15,464

23.4
1,385
12,878

⬎2,000
28,238
⬎100,000

a
Groups of mice that had been mucosally sensitized to OVA in the presence (CS)
or absence (NoRx) of concurrent steroid treatment were sacrificed 72 h after longterm OVA rechallenge. Dispersed mononuclear cells from draining thoracic lymph
nodes were pooled and cultured at a density of 6.0 ⫻ 106 cells/ml in medium alone
or in the context of OVA stimulation. Cytokines were measured by ELISA in supernatants following a 5-day incubation. Data are expressed in picograms per milliliter;
n ⫽ 5 (pooled)/group. Results are representative of two independent experiments.

CS treatment during sensitization does not inhibit the
differentiation and activation of APC in the lung
That CS intervention during sensitization did not diminish, and
even amplified, the long-term systemic immune response to OVA
intimates that GM-CSF-induced differentiation and activation of
the APC compartment was impervious to CS administration. We
therefore used flow cytometry to analyze the phenotype of APC
subsets in mononuclear cell-enriched lung homogenates between
days 7 and 9 of the aerosolization protocol, the peak of pulmonary
APC activity in this model (15). Although total numbers of mononuclear cells were predictably reduced in CS-treated mice (data not
shown), the fraction of cells coexpressing MHCII and high levels

FIGURE 6. CS treatment during allergic mucosal sensitization has no impact on inflammation in the airways of mice during long-term OVA rechallenge,
but results in dramatically elevated levels of circulating OVA-specific IgE. Mice were sensitized to OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned airway
milieu with or without concurrent CS intervention and acute inflammatory processes were subsequently permitted to resolve (⬃4 wk); mice were then
sacrificed 72 h following three daily re-exposures to aerosolized OVA in the absence of further CS treatment. Graphs depict mononuclear cells (MNC),
neutrophils (Neutro), and eosinophils (Eosino) in the BAL (A), and OVA-specific IgE in serum (B) of OVA-sensitized, untreated control mice (NoRx) or
rechallenged mice originally sensitized to OVA in the context of powdered budesonide delivery (CS). C and D, Representative cross-sections from the lungs
of untreated and steroid-treated mice, respectively. Original magnification, ⫻200. n ⫽ 7–10/group (pooled) from two experiments; ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.
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BAL neutrophilia, a finding of nominal significance given the minor contribution of neutrophils to the inflammatory profile at this
time point. The indistinguishable nature of the airway inflammatory profile between untreated and CS-treated mice was verified by
flow cytometric analysis of enriched lung mononuclear cells.
Gated CD3⫹CD4⫹ cells expressed similar levels of the Th2
marker T1/ST2 (10 –15%) (13,14) and of the activation marker
CD69 (24 –28%) in the two treatment groups (data not shown
graphically), intimating similar effector capacity of lung T cells.
Importantly, however, levels of OVA-specific IgE in serum were
considerably elevated, on the order of 3-fold, suggesting CS-mediated amplification of one of the cardinal immunological features

of allergic airway disease (Fig. 6B). Peripheral blood eosinophilia
was also elevated by ⬃80% upon rechallenge of mice sensitized to
OVA in the context of CS treatment (Table V).
To ascertain the long-term physiological/functional impact of
acute CS therapy and the associated potentiation of OVA-specific
IgE, airway responsiveness to i.v. administered MCh was measured upon long-term OVA rechallenge of mice with established
allergy. As indicated in Fig. 7, budesonide treatment during OVA
recall resulted in a dramatic reduction in airway resistance (to naive levels) compared with sensitized controls challenged without
concurrent pharmacological intervention. In contrast, mice initially
treated with CS during sensitization were afforded no protection
against the airway physiological response during long-term recall,
exhibiting a responsiveness curve similar to that observed in untreated controls.
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Table V. Peripheral blood leukocytes following OVA rechallenge in
mice treated with CS during sensitizationa

Total cells
Mononuclear cells
Neutrophils
Eosinophils

NoRx

CS

12.4 ⫾ 1.19
8.65 ⫾ 0.95
3.04 ⫾ 0.46
0.75 ⫾ 0.12

10.9 ⫾ 1.52
7.22 ⫾ 1.25
2.35 ⫾ 0.22
1.34 ⫾ 0.22*

a
Groups of mice that had been mucosally sensitized to OVA in the presence (CS)
or absence (NoRx) of concurrent steroid treatment were sacrificed 72 h after longterm OVA rechallenge. Data indicate 10⫺6 cells/ml blood; n ⫽ 7/group.
ⴱ, p ⬍ 0.05.

Discussion
Research into synthetic CS has generally focused on the pharmacological properties and immunobiological targets that account for
the unimpeachable efficacy of these drugs in the treatment of inflammatory diseases. However, notwithstanding their broad clinical applications, CS do not cure immune-inflammatory conditions
and are therefore only provisionally therapeutic, their antiinflammatory effects extinguished once treatment has been terminated. Building on this apparently intrinsic limitation of CS pharmacology, we have investigated the long-term effects of transient
CS delivery in a model of asthma in which mice were mucosally
sensitized to OVA in the context of CS treatment and, following
resolution of acute inflammatory events in the airway, rechallenged with this Ag in the absence of further treatment.
Administration of CS to mice during Ag exposure, either at
sensitization or long-term rechallenge, remarkably attenuated local
inflammatory processes in the lung. Indeed, the acute, Th2-polarized response elicited upon repeated daily exposure of mice to
aerosolized OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-enriched airway
milieu was averted by concurrent delivery of nebulized budesonide. Airway eosinophilia, the hallmark of this inflammatory response, was completely ablated, and other leukocyte subsets were
similarly reduced in BAL (Fig. 2A). Consistent with these cellular
data, the Th2 cytokines IL-5 and IL-13 were appreciably lower in
BAL of budesonide-treated mice, as were the chemokines MIP-1␣

FIGURE 7. Airway hyperresponsiveness during long-term OVA recall
of allergic mice is attenuated when CS are delivered during rechallenge,
but not if treatment occurs exclusively during sensitization. Mice were
sensitized to OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned airway milieu
with or without concurrent CS intervention and acute inflammatory processes were subsequently permitted to resolve (⬃4 wk); airway responsiveness to i.v. administered MCh was assessed 72 h following three daily
re-exposures to aerosolized OVA in the presence or absence of additional
CS treatment. Graph depicts airway resistance to increasing doses of MCh
in naive mice, OVA-sensitized, untreated control mice (NoRx), in allergic
mice treated with powdered budesonide during OVA rechallenge (CS during rechallenge), or in mice originally sensitized to OVA in the context of
budesonide and rechallenged without further pharmacological intervention
(CS during sensitization). n ⫽ 6 – 8/group from a single experiment; ⴱ, p ⬍
0.05 compared with naive; †, p ⬍ 0.05 compared with CS during rechallenge; ‡, p ⬍ 0.05 compared with NoRx.
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of CD11c (dendritic cells) or CD11b (macrophages) was essentially identical to untreated controls and, importantly, dramatically
higher than levels observed in naive mice (Fig. 8A); with respect
to dendritic cells in particular, there was a characteristic and visually unambiguous elevation in the intensity of MHCII staining
on CD11chigh cells from CS-treated and untreated mice compared
with naive controls. Moreover, analysis of costimulatory molecule
expression on gated MHCII⫹CD11chigh and MHCII⫹CD11bhigh
cells furnished evidence that the activated phenotype displayed by
APC populations during sensitization was not depressed by concomitant steroid treatment (Fig. 8B). Indeed, the definitive elevation in B7.1 and B7.2 expression on dendritic cells and macrophages observed in untreated mice was preserved and in the case
of B7.1 enhanced by CS intervention; APC from naive mice (data
not shown) express comparatively low levels of these costimulatory molecules (15). We supplemented this phenotypic analysis of
the APC compartment by examining expression of IL-12, whose
attenuation in the context of in vitro steroid treatment has been
advanced as an explanation for the observed potentiation of Th2
cytokine production (16 –23). However, intracytoplasmic staining
of lung mononuclear cells harvested from control mice or mice
treated with steroids in vivo showed similar levels of IL-12 expression in gated MHCII⫹CD11c⫹ and MHCII⫹CD11b⫹ populations both spontaneously and following stimulation with LPS (Table VI).

and RANTES; IL-4 content in BAL, which is detected at very low
levels in this model, was not significantly different from that of
controls (Table I). Paralleling these observations, budesonide exhibited a potent anti-inflammatory effect when administered to
mice during long-term OVA rechallenge: airway eosinophilia, as
assessed quantitatively in BAL, was dramatically reduced, and
there was diminished evidence of peribronchial/perivascular inflammation and goblet cell hyperplasia histopathologically (Fig. 3,
A, C, and D). Although the therapeutic effect of CS in mice with
established allergic disease extended to peripheral blood eosinophilia (Table II), likely reflecting impaired recruitment and activation of IL-5-producing T cells in the lung, the content of OVAspecific IgE in serum was identical in treated and control mice
(Fig. 3B), intimating that the systemic immune response to OVA
was unaffected by steroid treatment.
Given the well-documented efficacy of steroids in the clinical
management of inflammation associated with asthma, the antiinflammatory effect of CS delivery to mice undergoing Ag challenge served to validate the clinical relevance of steroid intervention in our model of allergic airway inflammation. We were
surprised, however, by an apparent discordance between the local
and systemic effects of CS when administered during mucosal allergic sensitization to OVA. In contrast to unequivocal therapeutic
effects in the lung, CS treatment elicited a 2-fold increase in the
titer of OVA-specific IgE in serum (Table I). Moreover, splenocytes harvested from mice sensitized to OVA in the context of CS
delivery liberated substantially higher levels of Th2 cytokines, but
far less IFN-␥, when stimulated with OVA in vitro (Fig. 4), a
finding that cannot be explained by the disproportionate retention
of OVA-specific, Th2-polarized clones in steroid-treated mice (Table III). Paradoxically, then, CS treatment, while at once affording
outstanding therapeutic efficacy in the target organ, appears to
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have conditioned the hyperpolarization of the systemic Th2 immune response to OVA. We have considered and dismissed the
possibility that this potentiation of OVA-specific Th2 immunity is
an epiphenomenon of extended adenovirus-mediated GM-CSF expression, and therefore enhanced adjuvant activity, due to the suppression of antiviral immunity. We detect no difference in the level
of GM-CSF protein in BAL of CS-treated compared with control
mice at day 9 (data not shown), when previous kinetics studies in
our model have shown that transgene expression has waned; moreover, the low dose of adenovirus we administered (3 ⫻ 107 PFU)
results in negligible inflammation per se and therefore should not
be especially susceptible to immunomodulation by CS (10). This
interpretation is entirely consistent with the results of Kolb et al.
(24), who have demonstrated that the kinetics and magnitude of
IL-6 expression following a single, high-dose intranasal administration of Ad/IL-6 are not affected by concurrent delivery of CS to
the airway.
These results lend compelling insight into the immunological
effects of CS treatment and identify an immunomodulatory function that transcends straightforward regulation of inflammation.
Indeed, that Th2-affiliated, OVA-specific T cell responses in vitro
are enhanced, while Th1 phenomena are depressed, when sensitization occurs in the context of CS intervention suggests a reprogramming of the immune response that one would expect to persist
in the memory T cell pool. To test this hypothesis and to translate

our findings at day 9 to a more clinically relevant experimental
paradigm, we sensitized mice to OVA in the presence or absence
of concurrent CS treatment and then, following the resolution of
acute inflammation and in the absence of further pharmacological
intervention, we rechallenged the mice with aerosolized OVA. The
first salient finding emerging from this study is that treatment with
CS during sensitization did not attenuate the long-term inflammatory response to allergen challenge in the lung: i.e., allergic airway
disease has been neither cured nor exacerbated (Fig. 6, A, C, and
D). We have also demonstrated the physiological implications of
this unaltered inflammatory response; whereas CS delivery during
long-term OVA rechallenge significantly improved airway hyperresponsiveness in mice with established allergic disease, a history
of CS intervention during primary OVA exposure did not ameliorate the physiological response when mice were rechallenged in
the absence of further CS treatment (Fig. 7). These results confirm
that steroids do not prevent allergic sensitization and underscore
the clinical importance of administering efficient doses of CS during asthma symptoms and exacerbations.
Interestingly, this clear and (given clinical experience) somewhat predictable dissociation between the acute and long-term effects of CS on inflammation in the target organ was not reproduced
systemically. The capacity of both splenocytes and lymph node
mononuclear cells to elaborate Th2 cytokines in vitro remained
substantially greater in rechallenged mice originally sensitized to
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FIGURE 8. CS intervention during mucosal
allergic sensitization has no impact on pulmonary APC maturation. Mice were sensitized to
OVA in the context of a GM-CSF-conditioned
airway milieu with or without concurrent CS
treatment and sacrificed at day 7 of the aerosolization protocol; lungs were harvested and enriched mononuclear cells from each group were
pooled and stained for flow cytometric analysis.
Dot plots in A display the fraction of cells in the
mononuclear cell gate expressing a dendritic cell
(MHCII⫹CD11chigh)
or
macrophage
(MHCII⫹CD11bhigh) phenotype in naive, untreated control (NoRx) or budesonide-treated
(CS) mice. B, Gated dendritic cells and macrophages were assessed for expression of B7.1 and
B7.2. The analysis is based on the collection of
100,000 events in the mononuclear cell gate and
is representative of two independent experiments; n ⫽ 8 –10 (pooled)/group.
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Table VI. Intracytoplasmic flow cytometric analysis of spontaneous
and LPS-induced IL-12 expression by APC isolated from the lungs of
mice at day 9 of the aerosolization protocola
NoRx

⫹

⫹

MHCII CD11c gate
MHCII⫹ CD11b⫹ gate

CS

Medium

LPS

Medium

LPS

7.8
6.9

25
15

7.0
7.0

19
13

a
Groups of mice were mucosally sensitized to OVA in the presence (CS) or
absence (NoRx) of concurrent steroid treatment and sacrificed 24 h after the ninth
OVA exposure (day 9). Dispersed mononuclear cells from lungs were pooled and
cultured at a density of 2.0 ⫻ 106 cells/ml in medium alone or in the context of LPS
stimulation. Cells were harvested after an 8-h incubation, and IL-12 was detected by
intracytoplasmic flow cytometry in gated MHCII⫹ CD11c⫹ and MHCII⫹ CD11b⫹
populations. Data are expressed as the fraction (percent) of gated cells coexpressing
IL-12. The analysis is based on the collection of 100,000 events in the mononuclear
cell gate and is representative of two independent experiments; n ⫽ 6 –9
(pooled)/group.
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OVA in the context of CS treatment (Fig. 5 and Table IV). Likewise, titers of OVA-specific IgE in serum, which had been twice as
high as controls at day 9, were now 3-fold higher in rechallenged
mice whose initial exposure to OVA was conditioned by CS (Fig.
6B); peripheral blood eosinophilia was also elevated in these mice
(Table V). Thus, we observed an uncoupling of the long-term local
and systemic effects of acute CS intervention: although treatment
with CS during sensitization, despite unequivocal efficacy acutely,
did not affect the inflammatory or physiological response in the
airway upon OVA rechallenge, the potentiated systemic allergic
response associated with CS delivery persisted and was even further polarized upon subsequent Ag exposure. This discordance
may reflect the nature of our rechallenge protocol, which involves
only three consecutive OVA exposures; perhaps a protracted protocol or one involving a tertiary challenge (i.e., OVA exposure
following the resolution of inflammation during the initial recall)
would have detected subtle changes in airway inflammation, although detailed kinetic studies are beyond the scope of this article.
These results are particularly intriguing in the light of experimental evidence and published clinical precedent. Several groups
have concluded that CS strongly potentiate IL-4-induced IgE synthesis by PBMC in vitro (25–28), such that supplementation of
culture medium with CS actually supplants the need for concomitant T cell help in IgE isotype switching (29). Using B cells from
allergic patients, Bohle et al. (30) have shown that this CS-mediated IgE production is polyclonal and cannot be attributed to the
selective enhancement of allergen-specific IgE. Clinically, a number of studies, some dating back several decades, have noted that
therapeutically efficacious CS intervention is not associated with
the reversal of seasonal, allergen-provoked increases in serum IgE
(31, 32). Others have even reported an association between treatment with CS and a subsequent, if transient, elevation in serum IgE
titer in asthma/allergy patients (33, 34) but not healthy volunteers
(35). Although these studies do not impute an association between
CS-induced changes in IgE and an exacerbation of the particular
atopic condition responsible for a patient’s allergic manifestations,
it is significant that the salient finding in these clinical reports,
namely, that IgE is elevated in allergy patients following steroid
treatment, mirrors the experimental findings we have documented
systematically in mice.
Of considerable interest is the immunological mechanism that
might account for steroid-mediated potentiation of systemic Th2polarized immunity. That we observed an irreversible hyperpolarization of T cell responses and sustained elevation of OVA-specific IgE intimates CS-mediated modulation of the APC
compartment, details of which have been examined in a number of

primarily in vitro studies. Although local steroid treatment predictably impairs the recruitment of APC to, for instance, the nasal
mucosa in patients with allergic rhinitis (36, 37), there is less consensus on the implications of CS for APC function. Depending on
the developmental status of APC and the culture conditions in
which they are propagated, CS can retard differentiation of dendritic cells from monocytic (38, 39) and CD34⫹ precursors (40),
and can also impair the terminal maturation and costimulatory capacity of monocytes in the presence of IFN-␥ (41) and of a dendritic cell line in the presence of T cells or LPS (42). In contrast,
Vanderheyde et al. (43) have shown that CD40 ligand-dependent
maturation of in vitro-derived dendritic cells is unaffected by concurrent CS treatment and that GM-CSF-dependent up-regulation
of MHCII on airway dendritic cells (44) or alveolar macrophages
(45) is not attenuated in the presence of therapeutic doses of CS.
In general, then, CS may be understood to arrest APC differentiation and function at stages upstream of Ag presentation, effects
that are therefore obviated when APC are matured in the presence
of potent activatory signals (18, 44, 46).
Our own in vivo data generally concur with these in vitro observations. Flow cytometric analysis of dispersed lung cells from
CS-treated mice revealed no diminution of the proportional expansion of both dendritic cells and macrophages during allergic sensitization (Fig. 8A). Likewise, expression of the costimulatory molecules B7.1 and B7.2 by these APC were comparable to levels
detected on cells from untreated controls (Fig. 8B). The differentiation of a phenotypically mature APC compartment in the context of CS intervention likely reflects the continued presence of
exogenous GM-CSF, the expression of whose receptor is enhanced
by CS (47); CS, therefore, may establish a highly permissive environment for sensitization in our model (48 –50). This interpretation explains why transient CS delivery to mice during sensitization neither impaired allergic sensitization nor mitigated the
memory response in the absence of further CS treatment; it does
not, however, decisively account for the potentiation of systemic
features of Th2 immunity in the presence of CS. To this end, a
number of investigators have argued that the ability of glucocorticoids to extinguish IL-12 secretion by APC (20, 21, 23) accounts
for impaired Th1, and therefore enhanced Th2, cytokine secretion
by T cells activated in vitro by CS-treated APC (16 –19, 22). However, we observed no appreciable difference in the fraction of IL12-producing APC in the lungs of mice treated with CS during
sensitization compared with untreated controls (Table VI), suggesting that CS-mediated inhibition of APC-derived IL-12 may not
account for the selective potentiation of Th2 immunity in vivo.
Perhaps the observed hyperpolarization of Th2 cells and concomitant enhancement of IgE production in CS-treated mice reflects
direct interaction of CS with glucocorticoid receptors in T cells
(51, 52), which may directly suppress Th1 polarization (53).
Our study is, to our knowledge, the first to demonstrate experimentally in vivo that CS, while affording an outstanding therapeutic index for local allergic airway inflammatory responses during treatment, do not ameliorate the underlying immune pathology
responsible for allergic disease and actually amplify significant
features of the allergic response when administered to mice during
sensitization. Although it is difficult to infer a direct comparison of
local vs systemic bioavailability of budesonide in humans and
mice or to ascertain what constitutes a high vs a low dose of CS in
mice, the in vivo biological effects of CS documented in this study
are unequivocal and are consistent with published findings in humans. Of course, extrapolation of our data in mice to human
asthma must be tempered by an awareness of the limitations of the
model; the mucosal model is just one of many experimental systems that simulate human asthma in mice and, like most of these
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